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DEUTSCH - KURZHAAR - VERBAND E.V.

Kennel Inspection Report

Original: Breed Warden / Copies: Breeder, DKV Stud Book Office

Kennel: ___________________________________________________________

Breeder: ___________________________________________________________

Reason for inspection:  new  reloacated  Improvement/imposed improvements

1. Personal attention:

How much time does the breeder have per day to care for the dogs?

 max. 3 hours  ½ day  all day

How much time can other people spend with the dogs?

 max. 3 hours  ½ day  all day

2. How many dogs of which breed or mixes are on the premises?

_____________________________________________________________________

Does the breeder have more than 3 mature females or more than 3 litters per year?

more than 3 mature females:   yes  no    more than 3 litters/year:   yes  no

If yes, has a permit been issued by any authority?   yes    no

3. Behavior of the dogs living with the breeder?

 timid/fearful  normal  lively

4. Nutritional status of breeder‘s dogs

 under-nourished  normal  overweight

5. Care Condition of breeder‘s dogs

claws  short  long

ears  clean  dirty

teeth  clean  dirty

coat  shiny  dull

6. Kennel

a) Composition of ground

 grass  concrete  natural soil  gravel

other type: ______________________________________________

b) Kennel size: _________m² any side shorter than 2 meters  yes  no

c) Area to exercise/run: _________ m²  (Kennel min. 6 m², area to exercise min. 20 m²)

d) Fencing (must be higher than the upright dog can reach):

Material: ________________ Height: _______________  m

Eye contact possible with surroundings?  yes  no
Is the fencing safe enough?  yes  no
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e) What else is available in the kennel/exercise area?

Elevated place to rest?  yes  no
Dog house/shelter?  yes  no Dim. (HxWxD)_______________cm
Appropriate roofing?  yes  no

Other things: ______________________________________________

f) Electrical Systems

Can the dog come into to contact with eletricity up to an upright position?  yes  no

7. Accomodation
a) of the breeder’s dogs

 place to sleep/retreat Gr��e _________ m�
 dog house/shelter

clean  yes  no
heating  yes  no
window  yes  no
windscreen  yes  no
insulation  yes  no

b) Separate room for the dam as long as she has the puppies (not in the dog house!)
separate room: Size _________ m�

clean  yes  no
heating  yes  no
window  yes  no
windscreen  yes  no
insulation  yes  no
retreat area for the dam, also in winter  yes  no

8. General Assessment

Have the Breeder ande care person shown expertise during the inspection and assessment
carried out by the Breed Warden/commissioned person?

__________________________________________________________________

9. Final Evaluation

The kennel and breeder’s care capacity are in accordance to animal welfare laws and the
minimal requirements to breed dogs within the DKV

 yes  partially  no

comments / needed improvements: __________________________________________

____________________ _____________ _________________________
Signature Breeder Date Signature Breed Warden /

commissioned person


